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Are Scientists Playing God...


How much of the body is Replaceable? Science


Manmade Monster in Film - Filmography

http://www.nytimes.com/movie/review?res=9901E5D6143DEE32A25756C0A9649D946094D6CF

Brain, Ice, and a dead frog – movie review - Filmography

http://www.nytimes.com/movie/review?res=9C04E6DA143EF937A35752C1A962958260

Frankenstein Meet your Forefathers – History of the monster and literature


Dire Wounds – A New Face – Face Transplant - Science

Frankenstein' Reflects the Hopes and Fears of Every Scientific Era ...
Apr 20, 2017 ... It's a smart idea, but treating Frankenstein as a meditation on the responsibilities of the scientist, and the dangers of ignoring them, is bound to ...

What 'Frankenstein' Says About Climate Change - The Atlantic
Jun 15, 2016 ... Though Frankenstein's most iconic scene may have come to Godwin in an instant, the story is rooted in her time and experience. When Godwin ...

The Enduring Scariness of the Mad Scientist - The Atlantic
Oct 29, 2014 ... As Mary Shelley described it, the inspiration for Frankenstein came to her all at once in a nighttime apparition: “I saw—with shut eyes, but acute ...

Remembering Gene Wilder, the Star of 'YoungFrankenstein' and ...
Aug 29, 2016 ... The performer, known for his roles in Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory and Young Frankenstein, died at age 83.
Rove's Frankenstein Moment - The Atlantic

Tasty Mutants: The Invention of the Modern Oyster - The Atlantic
Sep 29, 2014... Not monsters in the pejorative sense, but man made creatures—the invention of a modern-day Dr. Frankenstein. That Dr. Frankenstein, in this...

Weekend Box Office: More Like 'Ay Yi Yi,Frankenstein' - The Atlantic
Jan 26, 2014... Ride Along held on to the top spot at the box office this weekend, while I, Frankenstein completely bombed out.
https://www.theatlantic.com/.../archive/...frankenstein/357391/

Iran Discovers a U.S. Frankenstein Epidemic - The Atlantic
Jul 25, 2012... Iran Discovers a U.S. Frankenstein Epidemic. In today's tour of state-sponsored propaganda: Iran spots a spooky trend in America, China ...
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/...frankenstein/325451/
Genetically Modified Mosquitoes May Be Released in Florida Keys ...

Jan 27, 2015 ... “This mosquito is Dr. Frankenstein’s monster, plain and simple,” Helen Wallace, a British environmentalist with the organization GeneWatch, ...


The Rise of the Frankenwords - The Atlantic

Nov 1, 2012 ... A Frankenword is, essentially, a blending of the word Frankenstein and another word in portmanteau fashion, to create a new word with a ...

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/.../frankenstein.../321860/

HBO's 'Westworld' Makes Robots the Sympathetic Heroes - The ...

In the two centuries since Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley's monster first uttered these rebellious words to his maker in the pages of Frankenstein, this terrible ...

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/10/.../497531/

Can Creativity Be Learned? - The Atlantic

Jul 16, 2014 ... Dr. Frankenstein at work in his laboratory Wikimedia Commons ... introduction to the 1831 edition of Frankenstein; Or the Modern Prometheus.

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/07/can.../372605/

Showtime How Penny Dreadful Reanimated the Gothic-Horror Genre

Jun 27, 2014 ... John Logan, who created and wrote the entire show, strings together Dracula, Frankenstein, The Picture of Dorian Gray, and elements from ...

Beautiful Minds - The Atlantic
In works from Faust to Frankenstein to The Fly, scientific wonder quickly morphs into horror, turning desire into revulsion, as the scientist's beautiful illusion bursts ...

The Graham-Cassidy Obamacare Repeal Bill Still Covers Fewer ...
1 day ago ... The new Affordable Care Act replacement currently making rounds in the Senate looks different than previous efforts, but the fundamentals are ...

The Reality of 3D-Printed Body Parts - The Atlantic
Dec 2, 2011 ... Pretty soon science is going to 3D-print a horrifying real-life Frankenstein that will eat all our kittens. That would be a funny movie, but the ...

The Science of 'Planet of the Apes': Could Simians Get Scary Smart ...
Aug 5, 2011 ... A recent report speaks of the 'Frankenstein fear' that the medical research which creates 'humanised' animals is going to generate 'monsters.
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/...

Which Great Literary Work Explains Breaking Bad Best? - The Atlantic
Oct 2, 2013 ... Frankenstein: Heisenberg is Walter White's monstrous creation. The dual-persona trope has also elicited comparisons to Jekyll and Hyde and ...
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2013/10/280149/

'Penny Dreadful' Power Rankings: Which Monster or Man Starts the ...
May 9, 2014 ... The Penny Dreadful Frankenstein is a young, attractive man with literary inclinations. And, yes, he can reanimate corpses. His talents, however ...
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/2014/05/362009/

The Movie Review: 'Van Helsing' - The Atlantic
Oct 26, 2004 ... In between subsequent face-offs with Van Helsing, Dracula tries to recreate Frankenstein's experiment, twice managing to launch aerial flotillas ...

A Star-Making Performance
The past few years have seen the release of two other films that deal with medicine in the eighteenth century, Kenneth Branagh's remake of Frankenstein and ...

Halle Berry Will Become a TV Star - The Atlantic
Oct 4, 2013 ... And here is a trailer for a movie called I, Frankenstein which I really hope is some sort of viral marketing joke thing because I'd really rather not ...

Enbrel and the Autoimmune Era - The Atlantic
Jun 18, 2013 ... We normally think of pharmaceutical manufacture as a chemical process, but biologic engineers are more like Dr. Frankenstein than like Walter ...
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/06/276911/
In 1955, the government banned Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. It later banned the Beatles, Bob Marley, Pink Floyd, and Stevie Wonder.

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/12/510893/

A Scientist's Shocking Discovery About Electric Eels - The Atlantic

Oct 20, 2015 ... Like The Atlantic? Subscribe to The Atlantic Daily, our free weekday email newsletter. The electric eel's two-meter long body is packed ...


The Plan to Save a Life by Head Transplant - The Atlantic

It doesn't help his reputation that he compares himself to Dr. Frankenstein and makes flippant references to Josef Mengele, or that he published a seduction ...